EXPAND YOUR CAPABILI TIES
The new SafeDispatch® v4.0 is the most efficient and user-friendly version of
software applications for both DMR and TETRA radios. New features and a live
mapping interface make desktop dispatching easier than ever before.
Now, you can take on the challenges of any business environment by effectively
managing and monitoring both your personnel and mobile assets.

INTRODUCING

SafeDispatch

®

VERSION 4.0
You have made a substantial investment
in your DMR or TETRA radio system.
Use the radios to their fullest potential.
Unleash the power of your radios with
SafeDispatch ® v4.0!
See how SafeDispatch® v4.0 will
enhance your business by allowing you
to become more proficient and
productive.

WITH SafeDispatch

®

V4.0

YOU CAN!

SafeDispatch® V4.0 Data Application is a global solution with
worldwide map coverage and multiple language capabilities.

SafeDispatch
VERSION 4.0

®

1.

Text Messaging Suite:
Two-way text communication between radios and
dispatcher

S T R E A M L IN E
Modernize your dispatching with the SafeDispatch®
v4.0 tools at your fingertips!

I N T E G R AT E
The benefit of SafeDispatch® v4.0 lies in the seamless
integration of its modular components with your radios.

2.

E-Mail Suite:
Send e-mail messages to radios from any computer

SafeDispatch® v4.0 is compatible with DMR and TETRA
radio platforms.

3.

GPS Suite:

SafeDispatch® v4.0 is built modularly, so you can choose
any of the Suites and build your perfectly fitted solution.
You can deploy the Suites one at a time, or mix-andmatch them.

4.

Telemetry Suite: (DMR only)

5.

Enhanced Reporting Suite:

6.

Management Module:

Enhanced with a variety of location enabled features
including geo-fencing and landmarks

Visually recognize input/output Status of all units at
a glance

Comprehensive data interpretation in a wide variety
of reports

Manage subscriber accounts and user access
privileges with ease

Integrating the application into your everyday business is
as easy as 1-2-3.

INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY
E X P O N E N T I A L LY
SafeDispatch® v4.0 will allow you to assess the
components of a job or project, determine which tools
in the suite are the most appropriate, and combine their
power to complete your mobile tasks with less effort.
 Access critical fleet information
 Improve your field communications
 Enhance your reporting

Worldwide
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